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dCS Scarlatti SACD playback system, comprising the Scarlatti Transport, Scarlatti Clock,
and Scarlatti DAC. (Scarlatti Upsampler not shown.)

dCS SCARLATTI UPSAMPLING
SACD/CD TRANSPORT Drawerloading, dual-laser SACD/CD
transport with DSD datastream
output via IEEE1394 FireWire
interface. Digital outputs: 2 AES/
EBU (XLR); 1 TosLink optical S/PDIF;
2 BNC for single S/PDIF-2; 2 each
IEEE1394 digital (dCS-encrypted
DSD), SDIF-2 BNC. Word clock In/
Out, SUC multipin connector for
RS232 control. Includes Philips
Pronto 9400 remote control, BNC
cable, IEEE1394 cable.
DIMENSIONS 20.2" (513mm) W by
5.5" (140mm) H by 16.7" (424mm)
D. Weight: 43.2 lbs (19.6kg).
SERIAL NUMBER OF UNIT
REVIEWED STT5851.
PRICE $32,999.
SCARLATTI DAC D/A processor
with 5-bit, 2.822 or 3.07MS/s
oversampled, dCS-patented Ring DAC
topology, switchable reconstruction
filters (4-6), remote control, integral
digital volume and balance controls.
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Inputs: dual and single AES/EBU
XLR, 2 RCA, BNC, TosLink, word clock
BNC, 2 BNC for 1 S/PDIF-2 PCM or
DSD, IEEE1394 In/Out. Digital output:
word clock BNC. Analog outputs:
XLR balanced, RCA single-ended.
Sample rates: 32, 44.1, 48, 88.2,
or 96kHz on single-wire interfaces
and word-clock input, auto-selected
(optical inputs not guaranteed at
88.2 or 96kHz); 88.2, 96, 176.4,
or 192kHz on dual AES interface,
auto-selected. 2.822MS/s for DSD on
IEEE1394 interface requires 44.1kHz
word clock. Frequency responses (set
to filter 1): Fs=32kHz: 10Hz–15kHz,
+0.1/–0.5dB. Fs=44.1 or 48kHz:
10Hz–20kHz, ±0.1dB. Fs=88.2
or 96kHz: 10Hz–20kHz, ±0.1dB.
Fs=176.4 or 192kHz: 10Hz–20kHz,
±0.1dB. DSD: 10Hz–20kHz, ±0.1dB.
DIMENSIONS 18.3" (465mm) W
by 3" (75mm) H by 16" (405mm) D.
Weight: 24.9 lbs (11.3kg).
SERIAL NUMBER OF UNIT
REVIEWED SDC5904.
PRICE $23,999.
(continued next page)

I

s anyone in this economy shopping for a
four-box, rack-swallowing, two-channel
SACD/CD player contending for the state
of the art and costing $79,996? dCS is betting
that its Scarlatti will attract a small crowd of
those wealthy music enthusiasts who, in any
economy, reliably pony up for the best. For
the rest of us, the Scarlatti will be a spectator sport.
While ease of use is one of digital audio’s greatest selling points, “simplicity” is not the Scarlatti’s
middle name. Although this ultra-complex system,
including the optional new Upsampler ($12,999),
has more menu choices than your local Applebee’s,
once your dealer has installed and configured the
system, you can’t stray too far—unless you want to,
thanks to the macro-programmed Philips Pronto
remote control with LCD touchscreen (supplied).
Still, accidentally press one wrong button and you
can lose yourself in a nest of setup menus, or interrupt communications among the four components
comprising the system, and leave yourself with no
sound.
So it’s important to actively participate in setting
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up the Scarlatti, and to understand how
its various components and connectivity variants interact to bring you the
music. The greater your comprehension, the more likely you are to play,
discovering the system’s many sonic
and technical capabilities—and the less
likely you are to be intimidated.
(continued from previous page)

SCARLATTI MASTER CLOCK Class
1 Master Clock with dual VCXO,
temperature-compensated. Clock
frequencies: 44.1 or 48kHz. Clock
accuracy: better than ±1ppm when
shipped (guaranteed for 12 months
from shipping), typically ±0.1ppm when
shipped and stabilized. Word-clock
output: 8 independently buffered outputs
on 75 ohm BNC connectors. Reference
input: external reference input on one 75
ohm BNC connector. Accepts word-clock
or AC coupled signals at 32, 44.1, 48,
88.2, or 96kHz, or 1, 5, or 10MHz. Lock
range: ±300ppm. Startup time: typically 1
minute to rated accuracy.
DIMENSIONS 18.3" (465mm) W
by 3" (75mm) H by 16" (405mm) D.
Weight: 21.6 lbs (9.8kg).
SERIAL NUMBER OF UNIT REVIEWED
SCK5913.
PRICE $9,999.
SCARLATTI UPSAMPLER Digital-digital
processor, with remote control and
switchable upsampling filters (4), that
upsamples input data to high sample-rate
PCM (up to 192kHz) or DSD (1-bit data
at 2.822MHz). Inputs: USB2.0, S/PDIF RCA
(x2), S/PDIF BNC, S/PDIF Toslink optical,
AES/EBU, word-clock In/Out, SDIF-2 BNC.
Outputs: IEE1394 (x2), AES/EBU (x2),
configurable as single or dual link, S/PDIF
RCA, S/PDIF BNC, SDIF-2 BNC.
DIMENSIONS 18.3" (465mm) W
by 3" (75mm) H by 16" (405mm) D.
Weight: 22.2 lbs (10.1kg).
SERIAL NUMBER OF UNIT
REVIEWED SUP5862.
PRICE $12,999.
ALL FOUR
FINISHES Silver or Black.
SYSTEM PRICE $79,996. Approximate
number of dealers: 24. Warranty: 3 year
parts & labor from date originally shipped
from dCS to original owner only.
MANUFACTURER dCS (Data Conversion
Systems), Ltd., Mull House, Great
Chesterford Court, Great Chesterford,
Saffron Walden CB10 1PF, England, UK.
Web: www.dcsltd.co.uk. US distributor:
dCS America,
P.O. Box 544, 3057 Nutley Street, Fairfax,
VA 22031.
Tel: (617) 314-9296.
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What it is
The Scarlatti system replaces dCS’s
combo of Verdi SACD/CD transport, Purcell D/D converter, and Elgar
Plus DAC, which I reviewed in the
April 2003 Stereophile (Vol.26 No.4,
www.stereophile.com/digitalprocessors/814) and adds a master clock
unit developed from the dCS Verona that John Atkinson reviewed in
March 2005 (www.stereophile.com/
digitalprocessors/305dcs). Calling the
Scarlatti an SACD/CD player is like
calling the Hubble a telescope.
At least for now, in today’s fading
disc-based digital world, the heart of
the Scarlatti is the SACD/CD transport
itself ($32,999), based on the best from
Teac/Esoteric. It loads quickly, operates
smoothly, is satisfyingly responsive, and
upsamples to DSD, if desired. It can
communicate with the Scarlatti DAC
via coax, TosLink, and/or BNC S/
PDIF, AES/EBU, or FireWire (1394)
connections, depending on the sampling rate and type of data being transferred.
The fully balanced Scarlatti DAC
($23,999) incorporates a significantly
updated edition of dCS’s proprietary,
oft-written-about Ring DAC technology. Because it incorporates both multiple selectable digital inputs, and control
in the digital domain of both volume
and balance, in an all-digital system the
DAC can be used to directly drive the

power amplifier. The balanced analog
output uses proprietary discrete circuitry, while the single-ended output is
based on op-amps. dCS figures buyers
will be running balanced.
While the Scarlatti transport and
DAC themselves comprise a complete
system, dCS also supplied the optional
Scarlatti Master Clock ($9,999), claiming that stripping the clock data from
the signal and slaving all components
to the outboard clock reduces jitter and
produces better sound.
Finally, there’s the newest dCS
component, the Scarlatti Upsampler
($12,999), which, among other things,
corrects one of the Scarlatti DAC’s
glaring omissions (by 2009 standards)
by providing a USB2.0 data port. dCS
claims that outsourcing the samplerate-conversion process to a separate
unit instead of doing it in the transport
results in significantly better sound.
While the transport’s CD-upsampling abilities are “limited” to DSD,
the Upsampler lets you try 88.2kHz,
96kHz, 176.4kHz and 192kHz PCM
and DSD (1-bit data at 2.822MHz).
Like the new USB DACs from Wavelength and Ayre Acoustics, the USB
connection operates in the preferred
asynchronous mode, where the DAC
controls the streaming of data from the
computer, resulting in very low wordclock jitter. By contrast, USB’s usual
“adaptive” mode allows the computer
to control the data flow, leaving the
DAC to try to make sense of the timing
information, which results in high jitter
and degraded sound quality.
In addition to letting you play back
high-resolution 24-bit/96kHz audio tracks downloaded from sites like
HDtracks.com, USB connectivity
lets you play back many DVD-Audio

The Scarlatti Transport not only sports the usual I/O jacks, but also FireWire and word-clock ports.
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discs, and even Reference Recordings’
24/176 HRx DVD-R data discs and
Chesky’s new 24/192 Master Series
discs, albeit at a reduced sampling rate
of 96kHz, the maximum currently possible via USB2.0. (But if your computer
has a 192kHz-capable soundcard, like
the Lynx AES16 or RME HDSP 9652
Hammerfall, you can run analog to
your current preamplifier or digital to
the Scarlatti DAC and hear these files
in full resolution and bandwidth.)
With the failure of DVD-A and the
marginalization of SACD, the future
of “mainstream” hi-rez sound is via the
Internet, which makes USB connectiv-

ity mandatory for any digital product—
and especially one this expensive—that
wants to be considered future-proof.
(Sorry, SACD fans—and I’m one of
you—but the catalog is limited, even if
new titles do come out regularly.)
A formidable stack
Getting the most from the
Scarlatti system requires
multiple connections, including FireWire between DAC
and transport and DAC and Upsampler, BNC connections between the
Master Clock and its three slaves,
dual AES/EBU balanced between

The Scarlatti Transport uses a high-quality
Esoteric mechanism.

M E A S U R E M E N TS

I

assessed the performance of the dCS Scarlatti system using
Audio Precision’s SYS2722 system (see www.ap.com and “As
We See It” in the January 2008 issue, www.stereophile.com/
asweseeit/108awsi), as well as, for some tests, our Audio
Precision System One Dual Domain.
Because of the complexity of this four-box system and the
multitude of operational choices—internal or external clock (the
latter with or without dither), SACD or CD playback or external
16-bit and 24-bit data via S/PDIF, AES/EBU, or USB, with PCM data
upsampled to 88.2kHz, 96kHz, 176.4kHz, or 192kHz PCM or to
or DSD, with four different filters offered by both the DAC and the
upsampler, and both balanced
and unbalanced analog outputs, each with a choice of two maximum output levels—I had to narrow down the choices for the measurements. For evaluating the system’s performance with SACD,
I used the Sony “provisional” test SACD, with both the Scarlatti
transport and Scarlatti DAC clocked by the Scarlatti Clock. For CD
playback, I played a test CD-R in the transport, either fed directly to
the DAC or upsampled by the Scarlatti Upsampler. I also fed 16-bit
and 24-bit PCM data to the Upsampler via a Toslink connection
from a PC with an RME soundcard. Again, I either upsampled these
data to both 176.4kHz and DSD, or fed them directly to the Scarlatti
DAC. I also drove the Scarlatti Clock’s USB port with a MacBook
running OS10.4.11, using both 44.1kHz and 88.2kHz files played
from iTunes 8. I primarily tested the Scarlatti DAC from its balanced
outputs with the volume
control set to its maximum, but I also repeated a subset
of the tests from the unbalanced jacks. Phew!
The Scarlatti transport featured the best error correction I have
encountered. It played back the Pierre Verany test CD, which has
laser-cut gaps in the data spiral of varying lengths, without any
glitches or mutes through Track 36, which has 2.5mm gaps. It did
mute once per disc revolution on Track 37, which features 3mm
gaps. This transport should be able to play even the most beat-up
CDs in your collection without missing any music.
The Scarlatti DAC’s maximum output level at 1kHz was 1.975V
or 6.07V from both balanced and unbalanced outputs, depending
on whether the output level was set to “2V” or “6V.” Both outputs
preserved absolute polarity, ie, were non-inverting. (The XLRs are
wired with pin 2 hot.) The balanced output impedance was very
low, at less than 2 ohms. While the unbalanced output impedance
was higher, at 51 ohms across the band, this is still low in absolute
terms.

The Scarlatti DAC’s frequency response with SACD data (fig.1,
top pair of traces above 40kHz), was flat almost to 40kHz, with
then a gentle rolloff reaching –3dB at 70kHz and –26dB at 107kHz.
This was the same with all four reconstruction filters. With CD data
upsampled to DSD, the response was flat from 10Hz to 20kHz, as
was its response with a pre-emphasized disc, so I haven’t shown
these in fig.1. With non-upsampled playback, there were very
minor changes at the top of the audioband, depending on which
of the four filters was chosen. However,
there were considerable differences in behavior above the audioband when the Scarlatti DAC was fed non-oversampled 96kHz
data. F1 (fig.1, second from top pair of traces at 40kHz) gave the
most extended ultrasonic output, before beginning a very steep
rolloff above 42kHz. The other three filters all gave a slight increase
in the audioband level, with F2 peaking at 42kHz before rolling
off very steeply, F3 having the most restricted ultrasonic response,
reaching –3dB at 27kHz, and F4 offering more extension than F3
but a slower rate of rolloff than F1. Channel separation was superb,
at >120dB below 1kHz, with the R–L leakage being even lower
than the L–R.
For consistency with my library of digital previews going back to
1989, my first test of a component’s ultimate resolution is to sweep
a 1⁄3-octave bandpass filter from 20kHz to 20Hz while the player
decodes dithered data representing a 1kHz tone at –90dBFS. The
top pair of traces in fig.2 shows the result with non-oversampled
CD data. The traces peak at exactly –90dBFS, suggesting very
low linearity error, and are totally free from harmonic or power

Fig.1 dCS Scarlatti, frequency response at –3dBFS into 100k ohms, SACD
data (top above 50kHz), and 96kHz PCM data with (from top to
bottom at 40kHz): Filter 2, Filter 1, Filter 4, and Filter 3. (Right
channel dashed; 2dB/vertical div.)
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Upsampler and DAC, single AES/
EBU and RCA S/PDIF between
transport and Upsampler, and, in my
system, S/PDIF connections between
the DAC and my Sooloos Music Server
and Alesis Masterlink hard-disk recorder. Add four high-quality AC cables,
and behind my equipment rack things
got very busy—and costly. But dCS does
supply a long USB cable for easy laptop
connectivity.
Much has happened in the six years
since my review of dCS’s Verdi-Purcell- Elgar. dCS has greatly upgraded its
products’ appearance, to give the Scarlatti stack a more uniform and graceful

look; their attractiveness speaks for itself. The external build quality has been
improved, and, of course, the price has
doubled almost exactly, from $33,985
to $67,997 (not including the Upsampler). I hate when that happens, but
previous dCS systems always had the
feel of expensive works-in-progress;
the Scarlatti stakes a stable, finished
claim to the state of the art.
I started my evaluation by playing
many familiar CDs and SACDs through
this system, including ones I’d used for
the Verdi-Purcell-Elgar review, but too
much has changed and too much time
has gone by for me to make any direct

and meaningful comparisons. However, in listening to the earlier dCS stack—
using, among other SACD/CDs, the
Rolling Stones catalog (no longer available on that format)—the original vinyl
editions had been far superior in terms
of transparency and, especially, threedimensionality; the SACDs sounded
noticeably darker, slower, thicker, and
more opaque in 2003.
Needless to say, my analog front end
has improved considerably since then.
Yet now, listening to the Scarlatti, when
I again compared the UK editions of
the Stones’ Aftermath, the SACD was
much closer to the LP in terms of three-

measurements, continued
supply-related spuriae. In fact, all these traces actually show is the
effect of the recorded dither. Increasing the bit depth to 24 gives
the middle pair of traces in this graph. The noisefloor has dropped
by 18dB, implying resolution close to 19 bits, which is superb, and
the Scarlatti DAC has no problem decoding a tone at –120dBFS
(bottom pair of traces). Again the traces are free from spuriae
of any kind. With SACD playback (top traces above 5kHz), there
appears to be less resolution than with CDs, but this is a measurement artifact, the format’s massive noiseshaping leading to ultrasonic noise leaking beneath the bandpass filter’s “skirts.” However,

Fig.2 dCS Scarlatti, 1⁄3-octave spectrum with noise and spuriae of dithered
1kHz tone at –90dBFS with 16-bit CD data (top), SACD data (middle
at 2kHz), and 24-bit data (bottom), with dithered 1kHz tone at
–120dBFS with 24-bit data (bottom at 1kHz). (Right channel dashed.)

Fig.3 dCS Scarlatti, FFT-derived spectrum with noise and spuriae of
dithered 1kHz tone at –90dBFS with 16-bit data (left channel cyan,
right channel magenta) and 24-bit data (left blue, right red), both
upsampled to DSD.

there is a little more LF noise apparent with SACD playback.
Fig.3 was generated using 16- and 24-bit versions of the 1kHz
tone at –90dBFS, but this time with the PCM data upsampled to
DSD and analyzed using an FFT technique. The reduction in noise
with the increase in word length can again be seen, though this is
not quite as dramatic as that seen in fig.2, due to the output level
being set to 2V rather than the 6V used for fig.2. However, while
no harmonic or supply-related spuriae can be seen, there is now
a discrete tone apparent at approximately 625Hz with both word
lengths. This tone lies at –118dBFS, so it might be thought harmless, but it shouldn’t be there at all. Fig.4 repeats the analysis with
SACD-derived data, using tones at –90dBFS and –120dBFS. Again,
the spurious tone can be seen with both signals.
I suspect that this tone is some kind of idle pattern occurring in
the DSD conversion, as it is absent from an FFT analysis of the16and 24-bit data used to generate fig.3 now being upsampled to
176.4kHz rather than DSD and fed to the DAC from the Scarlatti
Upsampler via a dual-AES/EBU link rather than Firewire (fig.5).
(This graph was taken with the DAC set to the 6V maximum
output, which gives the same 18dB drop in the noisefloor seen in
fig.2.)
Testing the Scarlatti DAC’s linearity error with 16-bit data only
showed the effect of the recorded dither, so I haven’t shown it.
With 24-bit data (also not shown), the amplitude error was negligible down to –120dBFS. Playing back an undithered 16-bit tone
at exactly –90.31dBFS (fig.6), the three DC voltage levels are clearly
resolved, with excellent waveform symmetry, though a very slight

Fig.4 dCS Scarlatti, FFT-derived spectrum with noise and spuriae of
dithered 1kHz tone at –90dBFS (red) and at –120dBFS, DSD data
(blue).
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dimensionality, rhythmic nimbleness,
and the sensation of “thereness.” The
LP still won the transparency battle,
and still sounded better overall, but the
differences now seemed greatly diminished; the SACD was more dynamic
overall and more robust on bottom than
the LP, while avoiding the sluggishness
and bottom-end thickness it demonstrated six years ago in my listening for
the Verdi-Purcell-Elgar review.
In fact, the two formats were now
more similar than different, particularly
in terms of the sensation of an absence
of a grain more “felt” than consciously heard, and lurking just beneath the

surface of the SACD’s sound. In other
words, the Scarlatti was able to produce
the pleasing, relaxing, “calm” sensation
that vinyl regularly elicits, but that digital rarely manages for many listeners.
That might have been a result of the
Scarlatti’s much-improved resolution
of microdynamics over the earlier dCS
stack, as well as what sounded like a far
better analog output stage.
Telltale digital artifacts once easy to
identify, even with SACDs, were essentially gone, and especially edge and
grain. The Scarlatti’s top-end and transient responses were as pure, clean, and
natural as I’ve heard from any digital

degree of DC offset (40µV right, –10µV left) can be seen. With
SACD data (fig.7), there is a good facsimile of the sinewave.
The Scarlatti DAC’s analog output stage offers very low distortion,
with only the second and third harmonics apparent above –120dB
(0.0001%), even into the very low 600 ohm load (fig.8). Though
the third harmonic is the highest in level, at –112dB (0.00025%),
this is going to be well below audibility. Neither the low level of
harmonic distortion nor its spectrum was affected either by the
upsampling or by the filter choices.
However, there were some changes in behavior with the HF
intermodulation test results. Fig.9 shows the spectrum of the DAC’s
output while it decoded a maximum-level 24-bit mix of 19kHz

Fig.5 dCS Scarlatti, FFT-derived spectrum with noise and spuriae of
dithered 1kHz tone at –90dBFS with 16-bit data (left channel cyan,
right channel magenta) and 24-bit data (left blue, right red), both
upsampled to 176.4kHz PCM.

Fig.6 dCS Scarlatti, waveform of undithered 1kHz sinewave at
–90.31dBFS, CD data (left channel blue, right red).

component.
I was surprised to find that, until I
switched, I didn’t know which was
playing: vinyl or SACD. As I wrote that
last sentence, it happened again: I had
the two editions of Aftermath synced
and was convinced I was hearing the
SACD. It was the LP playing on the
Continuum Audio Labs CaliburnCobra-Castellon combination. When
I switched, the differences weren’t
worth mentioning, which says a great
deal about both of these extravagantly
priced source components. Fewer of
either technology’s artifacts were apparent.

and 20kHz tones, fed directly to the DAC without upsampling from
the original 44.1kHz and with the Filter set to F1. Intermodulation
products are extremely low, lying close to –120dB, and there are
no images of the fundamental tones apparent between 21kHz and
24kHz. Fig.10 shows the spectrum with the same data upsampled
to DSD. Intermodulation products remain miniscule, but a slight
shaping of the noisefloor can be seen above 20kHz. It can’t be
seen at the scale these graphs are printed in the magazine, but the
peaks representing the 19 and 20kHz tones have slightly less wide
“skirts” in fig.10 than in fig.9, which suggests that the DSD-upsampled data has even lower jitter. Upsampling the data to 176.4kHz
PCM rather than DSD eliminates the noise-floor shaping (fig.11),

Fig.7 dCS Scarlatti, waveform of dithered 1kHz sinewave at –90dBFS,
SACD data (left channel blue, right red).

Fig.8 dCS Scarlatti, balanced output, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave at 0dBFS
into 200k ohms, 24-bit data (left channel blue, right red; linear
frequency scale).
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Other comparisons of SACDs to LPs
made it clear that the Scarlatti sounded
less congested and more transparent
than, and microdynamically superior
to, the Verdi-Purcell-Elgar—as best as
I could recall the latter’s sound. The
Scarlatti’s vastly superior sound suggested that dCS has done far more than
merely tweak the earlier system.
Melting snow
Neil Young once described early digital sound as “like getting hit with ice
picks.” Now the ice is “tiny,” or maybe
more like “snow,” he said recently. The
Scarlatti’s SACD performance melted

that snow completely. I heard Christian
Tatzlaff perform Shostakovich’s Violin
Concerto 1 with the New York Philharmonic last night at Avery Fisher
Hall, then ran home and played Area 31
(I don’t have the Shostakovich on disc).
No recording can sound truly “live,”
but this SACD, through the Scarlatti,
floated the violin effortlessly and delicately in three dimensions, reproducing
its tonal and textural qualities as close
to “live” as I’ve heard from this disc,
neither making it too edgy nor smothering it in oppressive, detail-obscuring
warmth—an all-too-familiar ploy of
some component designers.

but the spectral peaks now have slightly wider “skirts.”
The Filter setting had no effect on the results of the HF intermodulation spectral analysis when the data were upsampled to
DSD or 176.4kHz PCM. However, whereas F1 offered textbook
performance with non-oversampled 24-bit data (fig.9), the other
three filters introduced major spectral changes. Fig.12, for example,
shows the behavior with F4, which, with its slow rolloff, gives
the lowest rejection of ultrasonic image energy and the greatest
degree of “leakage” into the audioband. Many aliasing products
can be seen below 20kHz; while this test is very much a worst-case
situation, and unlikely to be encountered with music, it is instruc-

The Soundmirror-mastered RCA
Living Stereo SACD/CDs had never
sounded so harmonically right or spatially dimensional. Kenneth Wilkinson’s 1961 Walthamstow Town Hall
recording of Artur Rubinstein performing Chopin’s Piano Concerto 1, with
Stanislaw Skrowaczewski and the New
Symphony Orchestra (RCA Living
Stereo 67902), was like time travel: in
any digital version I’d heard, the familiar sound of this hall (I’ve been there)
subtly suggested behind Rubinstein’s
piano had never sounded so effortlessly
solid, three-dimensional, and texturally
and harmonically believable. The same

tive to see the tradeoff this filter requires for better time-domain
performance. F3 is better in this respect than F4 and F2 is better
still, though neither approaches the spectral purity offered by F1.
I examined the Scarlatti DAC’s rejection of word-clock jitter in
a number of circumstances. Fig.13 was generated for the best
case situation: CD playback in the Scarlatti transport, upsampled
to DSD, with Transport, Upsampler, and DAC all controlled by
and locked to the Scarlatti Clock. All the harmonics of the LF
squarewave lie at the residual level and the central spike in this
graph that represents the high-level, 16-bit 11.025kHz tone is very
sharply defined. By contrast, fig.14 shows the worst case, with the

Fig.9 dCS Scarlatti, balanced output, Filter 1, HF intermodulation
spectrum, 19+20kHz at 0dBFS peak into 100k ohms, 24-bit data
(left channel blue, right red; linear frequency scale).

Fig.10 dCS Scarlatti, balanced output, Filter 1, HF intermodulation spectrum,
19+20kHz at 0dBFS peak into 100k ohms, 24-bit data upsampled to
DSD (left channel blue, right red; linear frequency scale).

Fig.11 dCS Scarlatti, balanced output, Filter 1, HF intermodulation
spectrum, 19+20kHz at 0dBFS peak into 100k ohms, 24-bit data
upsampled to 176.4kHz PCM (left channel blue, right red; linear
frequency scale).

Fig.12 dCS Scarlatti, balanced output, Filter 4, HF intermodulation
spectrum, 19+20kHz at 0dBFS peak into 100k ohms, 24-bit data, no
upsampling (left channel blue, right red; linear frequency scale).
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was true of the richly textured cellos
and basses which dug deep without
turning to mush. The CD layer? Not
so much.
When I then played an original
“shaded dog” of this recording (LP,
RCA Living Stereo LSC-2575), an
even more believable, more finely resolved, more expansive yet delicate version presented itself—albeit with a few
pops, clicks, and other vinyl artifacts
some might be unwilling to tolerate
(but that I easily ignored). As with the
Rolling Stones SACDs, even I could
make a case for either format, LP or
SACD—and that’s a new one for me.

Though it definitely sounded richer
and breathed more easily when run in
balanced mode, the dCS Scarlatti was
easily the most satisfying SACD player
I’ve heard.
Cary on
Cary Audio Design’s impressivesounding CD 306 Professional SACD
player ($8000) that John Atkinson reviewed in November 2008 was available, so I did some comparisons with
that. The Cary sounded “fast,” exciting,
slightly forward, and a bit “etchy” and
mechanical. Good as it was, it was no
match for the Scarlatti’s harmonically

16-bit analytical signal fed to the DAC via 15' of Toslink from a PC
fitted with an RME soundcard. The central peak now has noticeably widened “skirts,” due to the presence of LF random jitter,
sidebands can be seen at ±60Hz, and there is some modulation
of the lowest-order sidebands at ±229Hz. In absolute terms,
however, this is still very good performance. Feeding the Toslink
data to the Upsampler rather than to the DAC and upsampling to
DSD eliminates the sidebands (fig.15) and gives a spectrum closer
to that shown in fig.13.
Finally, I repeated most the tests feeding 16- and 24-bit data,
sampled at 44.1kHz or 88.2kHz from my MacBook to the Upsam-

richer, more dimensional, microdynamically superior, more relaxed, more
detailed sound. The Cary was “present,” the Scarlatti nonexistent. One was
clearly “great digital,” the other simply
great.
David Chesky’s Area 31 (SACD,
Chesky SACD288) sounded nothing less than fierce (in a positive way)
through the Cary, but with hyper-defined leading edges, akin to turning up
a TV’s Sharpness control. Handclaps
were hard, and in Chesky’s Violin Concerto, with the Area 31 ensemble conducted by Anthony Aibel, soloist Tom
Chiu’s violin was edgier than what

pler’s USB input. This operates in the much-preferred asynchronous mode, where the DAC controls the flow of data from the
computer. In all respects, there were no measured differences
between the Scarlatti DAC accepting data from the MacBook via
USB and playing the same data on a CD with the Transport or
feeding it to an AES/EBU or S/PDIF input. And the efficacy of
the asynchronous USB protocol can be seen in fig.16, where the
spectrum is almost as clean as that in fig.13.
The dCS Scarlatti may be the most expensive disc-playing system
Stereophile has reviewed by far, but it offers state-of-the-art measured performance.
—John Atkinson

Fig.13 dCS Scarlatti, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal,
11.025kHz at –6dBFS, sampled at 44.1kHz with LSB toggled at
229Hz, 16-bit CD data upsampled to DSD, master Scarlatti Clock.
Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.

Fig.14 dCS Scarlatti, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output
signal, 11.025kHz at –6dBFS, sampled at 44.1kHz with LSB toggled
at 229Hz, 16-bit data sourced via Toslink, no upsampling. Center
frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.

Fig.15 dCS Scarlatti, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal,
11.025kHz at –6dBFS, sampled at 44.1kHz with LSB toggled at
229Hz, 16-bit data sourced via Toslink, upsampled to DSD. Center
frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.

Fig.16 dCS Scarlatti, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal,
11.025kHz at –6dBFS, sampled at 44.1kHz with LSB toggled at
229Hz, 16-bit data sourced from MacBook via USB. Center frequency
of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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would be considered natural, but the
presentation still sounded dimensional
and exciting. Through the Scarlatti, this
spacious recording produced a nonmechanical, artifact-free, three-dimensional, effervescent, texturally supple
soundscape in which the performers
were more cleanly delineated from the
spacious surroundings, while producing a far more convincing presentation
of Chiu’s violin.
Bring out your dead!
Days before writing this review, I heard
from two former owners of the VerdiPurcell-Elgar stack, both of whom had
sold them because they were dissatisfied with the system’s playback of CDs.
One missed listening to SACDs, the
other couldn’t care less.
The real test of the Scarlatti, then,
given the profusion of software, is how
well it plays CDs. The problem is, after
comparing some 24-bit/96kHz digital
downloads played from my Apple G4
laptop vs their 16/44.1 CD versions
played on the $32,999 Scarlatti transport, it was easy to conclude that while
the Scarlatti system is a much better CD
player than the Verdi-Elgar-Purcell,
spending big dollars on CD playback in
2009 might not be such a good investment.
The growing popularity of serverbased sources and other digital peripherals adds greater utility to a
multi-input DAC and makes for a
more worthwhile investment. The biggest change, though, has been Internet
access to high-resolution audio files.
Most current digital recordings are
made at higher-than-“Red Book” resolution and some labels—Linn, 2L, AIX,
Chesky’s HDTracks, for example—are
making high-resolution original digital
files available. Meanwhile, the major
record labels are scurrying to convert
their vaults full of analog tape to 24/96;
at some point soon the floodgates will
open, and you’ll be able to download
hi-rez digital files of all your analog favorites.
However, while hi-rez files can be
downloaded today, the selection remains limited, download times are long,
and configuring a computer to play
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upconverted, sprinkled with holy water, trimmed around the edges, Bedinitreated—whatever you do to them, CDs
just squeak by as a high-performance
audio format. Still, played through the
dCS Scarlatti, the best ones sounded
very good indeed.

The Scarlatti DAC uses dSC’s well-established
discrete Ring DAC module.

audio with full resolution is a genuine
pain that turns off or confuses many audiophiles. You can bet that, even as you
read this, audiophile and non-audiophile companies alike are working to
produce a convenience “skin” that will
make the computer “disappear,” even
though it will still be doing the work
below the surface: going online, downloading music files, album covers, and
metadata, configuring them for proper

High resolution
Right about now you’re probably saying, “Fremer shouldn’t have been assigned this review.” Patience, please.
You’ll find this out for yourself. If, after
comparing a familiar CD you own to
its hi-rez version, you decide the CD is
good enough, well then, you’re all set—
but I’ll bet “good enough” isn’t good
enough for most of the enthusiasts who
regularly read Stereophile, especially if
another 10 bucks will get you greatly
enhanced musical performance from a
favorite recording.
I accessed 24/96 files of Eiji Oue and
the Minnesota Orchestra’s Exotic Dances
from the Opera—a Dr. Keith O. Johnson

AT SOME POINT SOON THE FLOODGATES WILL
OPEN, AND YOU’LL BE ABLE TO DOWNLOAD HI-REZ
DIGITAL FILES OF ALL YOUR ANALOG FAVORITES.
playback, and displaying them on an
easy-to-use handheld screen.
Server-type devices like the Sooloos
Music Server and those from some
other companies are already doing
this, or are close to. For now, however,
the Sooloos can only rip CDs. (By the
time you read this, the updated software required to do what I’ve just described may be available.) But if you
have bought one of the server-based
systems and transferred your CDs to
it, what you’re likely to hear is what
I heard through the Scarlatti. While
“Red Book” CDs sounded as good as
they’re ever likely to through the Scarlatti system (especially, in my opinion,
when upsampled to 24/176), comparing them to native 24/96 versions of
the same material fed via USB to the
Scarlatti Upsampler will conclusively
prove to you what I and others have
been saying for decades: upsampled,

sonic spectacular—and compared them
to the CD version (Reference RR-71
CD). The difference was ridiculous.
The files, played on a $2000 computer
via the dCS Upsampler’s USB port,
sounded airy, spacious, texturally delicate, and produced a profusion of harmonic colors that were masked by the
CD’s harder, more constricted sound.
The downloaded sound was relaxed
and flowing, and made me want to sit
down and listen. The CD was harderedged, spatially constricted, dry. I didn’t
want to listen—and I didn’t. Not that it
sounded bad. It’s still a great recording,
as are many of the recordings shoehorned into the 16/44.1 format.
I listened to the CD “straight up” at
16/44.1, upsampled to 24/176.4, and
upsampled to DSD. They sounded
different, but no CD version sounded
as good as the hi-rez file. I can understand why some might prefer the
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upsampled versions, but it won’t be because there was more information. The
DSD sounded smoother for sure, but
the 16/44.1 playback had better focus,
and on most discs produced greater image solidity and three-dimensionality.
The better a CD sounded, the better it sounded “straight up”—though
I ended up preferring 24/176 upsampling, which combined excellent
image focus and spatiality with the
sensation of hearing more information.
The harder-edged a disc’s sound, the
better it sounded upsampled to DSD.
As with the Scarlatti DAC’s multiple
filter choices, listen and choose what
you like. What you like will probably
change, depending on the source.
Music Served
The question you need to ask yourself
at this pivotal point in digital time is:
To maximize what’s possible from CD
while waiting out the future of hi-rez
downloads, do you spend a lot of money on an exotic transport? Or do you

HOW REVEALING?

F

or much of the review period, all
four Scarlatti components were
plugged into the latest version of
Shunyata Research’s Hydra V-Ray
II power conditioner, itself plugged into
the wall with Shunyata’s latest King Cobra
Helix AC cord. Then I switched to Audience’s Adept Response power conditioner
fitted with their own latest Au24 AC cord
and got a different balance: warmer, fuller,
bigger on bottom, but not as airy on top.
Different, but better? With glary, brightsounding recordings, yes—but not with
darker, warmer discs. The XRCD edition
of The Tony Bennett Bill Evans Album
(JVCXR-0208-2) sounded better with the
Hydra; through the Audience, the piano
was too soft and warm.
But other discs that sounded bright and
a bit bass-shy through the Hydra, such as
Bob Dylan’s The 30th Anniversary Concert
Celebration (CD, Columbia C2K 53230),
sounded just right via the Audience.
Switching to the TARA Labs Power Screen
conditioner produced noticeably greater
dynamics while splitting the tonal difference between the Shunyata and the Adept.
Which was “right”? Don’t ask me—it’s
whichever sounds best in your system. But
expect a highly resolving component like
the dCS Scarlatti to show you, and to cost
you extra for power cords and a conditioner to get the most from it.—Michael Fremer

The Scarlatti DAC offers balanced and unbalanced analog outputs and every
digital input you could wish for.

spend a lot less and dump all your CDs
to a hard-drive–based server, thus gaining convenience and what many consider to be sound superior to that of any
optical-based system?
It was easy enough to rip CDs to the
Sooloos Music Server as FLAC files
(Sooloos now handles WAV files) and
then compare them to “live” CD playback through the Scarlatti transport.
Some say that FLAC files don’t sound
as good as WAV files—the makers of
the Blue Smoke server, for instance,
which uses WAV and a system based
on Windows Vista. Yet when I compared the ripped FLAC files to the
Scarlatti transport’s playback, whatever
differences there may have been were
picked nits compared to what I heard
when comparing CDs to hi-rez files of
the same material.
I also have the LP, CD, and HRx
DVD-R versions of Reference Recordings’ collection of overtures by Malcolm
Arnold, performed by the composer
and the London Philharmonic (RR-48,
RR-48 CD, and RR-48 HRx). The LP

ume I chose. The LP sounded even better, but again, a case could be made for
either hi-rez format, analog or digital.
A comparison of the SACD and
HDCD versions of Reference’s Tutti!
An Orchestral Sampler (RR-906) produced equally definitive results. The
second part of the NYP concert I attended the night before was a spectacular performance of Sibelius’s Symphony
5, in which French horns figure prominently. On the SACD of Tutti!, in
Vivaldi’s Concerto in F, they sounded
like French horns: warm but brassy, with
plenty of bite—and the strings had a
luxurious sheen. On the CD, the horns
turned into a soft blur and the strings
shrieked. This is not the fault of the
Scarlatti transport or DAC.
A comparison made between 96kHz
files, CD, and vinyl cut from 24/96
files of Será Una Noche (M•A Recordings M052AV), one of producer Todd
Garfinkle’s pristine, single-point 24/96
recordings, produced the same results as
did a comparison between the CD and
24/96 versions of John Mellencamp’s

I ENDED UP PREFERRING 24/176 UPSAMPLING, WHICH
COMBINED EXCELLENT IMAGE FOCUS AND
SPATIALITY WITH THE SENSATION OF HEARING
MORE INFORMATION.
was sourced from an analog tape, the
DDD CD from a Sony PCM 701ES
D/A converter (16/44.1) modified by
Keith Johnson, and the 24/176 HRx
DVD-R from the analog tape. The
CD sounded hard, bright, and glassy,
even on the Scarlatti. Turn it up and
your ears bleed. Even downconverted
to 24/96, the HRx DVD played on a
computer via the Scarlatti’s USB input
sounded full, rich, delicate, spacious,
and totally pleasurable at whatever vol-

regrettably overlooked Life Death Love
and Freedom (Hear Music HRM 30822),
produced by T Bone Burnett.
I’m sitting here with piles of DVDA and Classic Records DAD discs on
the floor, having more fun with digital
than I ever thought it possible to have.
I’ve always wanted to hear on my big
rig the DVD-As of Curtis Mayfield’s
Live at Ronnie Scott’s (Silverline 288115),
The Band’s The Last Waltz (Rhino R9
78269), and Neil Young’s Harvest (Re-
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prise 48100-9). Harvest sounds
great, but my advance test
pressing of the AAA
180gm vinyl reissue
is even better. All of
the companies that
produced these DVDAs—AIX,
Hi-Res,
Silverline, and, I bet,
Warner
Bros./Rhino—
w i l l
soon offer them as 24/96 downloads,
if they’re not already. That’s the digital
future, and it sounds great!
Conclusion
The dCS Scarlatti is the best-sounding,
most satisfying digital playback system I’ve heard. The company’s VerdiPurcell-Elgar stack got my respect but
didn’t generate the Scarlatti’s level of
excitement, enthusiasm, and listening
pleasure. With hundreds of my CDs
ripped to the Sooloos Music Server, I
found myself listening to more CDs
than ever before. Having instant touchscreen access to so much music profoundly changes how you listen and
what you listen to.
For me, the Scarlatti profoundly narrows the gap between analog and highresolution digital, and for many it will
surely close that gap altogether. Those
with big SACD collections—and big
bank balances—need to hear its effortlessly transparent, tonally neutral, airy
performance as it decodes their favorite
SACDs.
The Scarlatti is also an exceptional
CD player that makes my two-box Musical Fidelity kW DM-25 ($6500)—also
a very fine DAC and transport—sound
cloudy, anemic, and boring. Played on
the Scarlatti, the best CDs sounded
more vibrant, dimensional, transparent,
and effortless than I’d ever heard them.
But as we move into the digital future,
do you really want to continue playing
CDs optically by investing in an ultraexpensive transport, when you can rip
them to a hard drive and have instant
access to your music while clearing the
clutter from your listening room—all
without losing sound quality? Will you
really miss those jewel cases and tiny
pamphlets? Once you hear hi-rez versions of your favorite CDs, which will

The Scarlatti Upsampler offers both FireWire
and USB connections.

make the CDs sound bland, canned,
and/or amusical, will you really conclude that CD sounds “good enough”—
or will you hear a profound difference?
Upsampling isn’t the answer; genuinely
higher resolution is.
Are you big into SACDs? No question: the entire Scarlatti stack will lift
your collection to new sonic heights.
However, if you’re not into SACD,
I can’t imagine why, in 2009, given
where digital is headed, you’d invest in
the Scarlatti transport when you can get
a server-based system and probably hire
someone to rip your discs for you, all
for a lot less than $32,999. And sooner
rather than later, you’re going to want
high-resolution digital versions of both
new releases and reissues of what you
already have on CD, to play back on a

computer-based system—and you’ll
be getting it, via the Internet,
DVD, and, eventually, Blu-ray
Disc.
But the Scarlatti Master
Clock, DAC, and Upsampler
are something else entirely:
a system that provides sound
of exceptional quality, multiple digital inputs, upsampling
to DSD or PCM (or not), and built-in
volume and balance controls, to create
the hub for a wholly digital system that
doesn’t need a separate preamplifier.
Assuming dCS will sell the Scarlatti
components separately, sans transport,
they’re definitely worth looking into, especially if you don’t collect SACDs.
On the other hand if you’re a traditionalist who plans to continue playing
CDs the old-fashioned way, and you
own a lot of SACDs, and you want to
download hi-rez files from the Internet, and you have $80,000 to spend,
well then: dCS has built a jewel of a
four-box system that will make you
very happy for a very long time, no
matter what the audio future brings.
The price is steep, but it’s the best diginn
tal I’ve heard.

The Scarlatti Clock features 8 high-precision word-clock outputs.

ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT

ANALOG SOURCES Continuum Audio Labs Caliburn turntable & Cobra
tonearm & Castellon stand; Graham Phantom tonearm, Lyra Titan i cartridge.
DIGITAL SOURCES Cary Audio CD 306 Professional SACD/CD player, Musical Fidelity kW
DM 25 CD transport & DAC, BPT-modified Alesis Masterlink
hard-disk recorder, Sooloos Music Server.
PREAMPLIFICATION Manley Steelhead, Ypsilon VPS-100 phono preamplifiers; darTZeel
NHB-18NS, Musical Fidelity Primo preamplifiers.
POWER AMPLIFIER Musical Fidelity Titan.
LOUDSPEAKERS Wilson Audio Specialties MAXX 3.
CABLES Phono: Hovland MG2 Music Groove, Furutech Ag-12, Esoteric 8N. Interconnect:
TARA Labs Zero, Kubala-Sosna Emotion. Speaker: TARA Labs Omega Gold. AC: TARA Labs
The One Cobalt, Audience Au24, Shunyata
Research King Cobra Helix CX.
ACCESSORIES Finite Elemente Pagode, HRS SXR equipment stands; Symposium Rollerblocks,
Audiodharma Cable Cooker; Shunyata Research Hydra V-Ray II,
Audience Adept Response, TARA Labs Power Screen power conditioners; Furutech DeMag &
deStat LP treatments; Oyaide AC wall box & receptacles; ASC Tube Traps, RPG BAD & Abffusor
panels; VPI HW-17F, Loricraft PRC4 Deluxe record-cleaning machines.
—Michael Fremer
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